CHAPTER V

CONCLUSION AND SUGGESTION

A. Conclusion

From the previous chapter, it could be concluded that conversational implicature has important thing in speaking. To know what the utterance by people or someone said, it needed understanding to get the point of what people said.

After analyzing the data, the researcher found types conversational implicature in *Now You See Me* movie that implied meaning in delivering conversation. In this research there were types of conversational implicature that were found in *Now You See Me* movie. The types were; generalized conversational implicature and particularized conversational implicature. The researcher found thirty of type generalized conversational implicature because there’s no knowledge background conveyed on the conversation, and twenty nine particularized conversational implicature because based on the conversation needed to know background knowledge from utterance that said from each character in *Now You See Me* movie.

In this research, the researcher used descriptive research to support this research, then researcher used observation method, non-participant technique and note-taking technique. In analysis data, this research used pragmatic identity technique in data analysis.
B. **Suggestion**

Though this research, the researcher expected it could be used and inspire reader to improve speaking ability and motivate to study more about conversational implicature. Inspire for the next researcher to learn more about conversational implicature. Analyzed this research still has several weaknesses conducting the research. Expects any critics and suggestion